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Calibration of the inclined contour planes formed on ESPI 
and optimization of ESPI optical system for contouring 
H. Diao, Y. Zou, X. Peng. H. 1. Tiziani, L Chen 

University of Stuttgart, Institut fUr Technische Optik, FRO 

CaIibn~ or ct.e iIIdiDerI COIIt_ .... fOl'lDed cM; ESP.'" 
.,tjadz8tio11 of ESP. opticaIl)'ltellt for COIIlouriD&- Instead of 
searclUng a diroction vector of contour planes which is com
plete~y identical to .the direction. of the optical axis of ~ 
viewmg S)'5tem. we mtroduoe a kind of the method of cali
brating measurement values by computer so that the correct 
shape of the test object can be obtained when the direction 
vector of the contour planes deviates from the optical axis of 
the viewing system. The calibrating formula is derived and 
experimentally verified. According to the formula.. the opti
mization of ESPI optical system is discussed. Several eum
pies are anaJyzed. The theoreticaJ and calibrated results 
show good agreement. 

Eidllllli \'011 geeeiKlea KDaturebeeea ,.oa ESP. ud oprimale 
tSPI-Systeme fir du KHtllI'iq. Statt anen Richtungsvek
tor der Konturebenen xu suchen, dervoUstiodig ideotisch ist 
mit der Richtune: der optischen Acbse des Beobachtungssy
stems, ffihren wu eine Art Computer-Eichmessung tin, 50 
daB die korrekte Form des Testobjektes bei Abweichung des 
Richtungsvektors der Konturebenen von der optischen Acb
se erhalteo wird. Die Eichfonnel wird abgeleitet und experi
menteU verifIZiert. Einige Beispiele werden aoalysiert. Then
rttische und kalibrierte Resultale zeigen gutt Ubereinstim
mw>J!. 

1. Introduction 

Electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) has 
been widely used as the measurement techniques for COD

touring for a long time [t - 2] . Recently some new tech
niques for contouring an object using ESP! have been 
reported to overcome some of the drawbacks suffered by 
the already existing methods. The typical examples are 
single wavelength techniques witb either tilting the object 
[3] or shifting illuminated beams [4-6] and two-wave
length techniques which display either the sbape differ
ence between an object and a master (2, 7) or the absolute 
shape of the test object without a master used [8 - 9] . 
Those methods of contouring using single-wavelength 
techniques and two-wavelength techniques can get the 
normal contour planes under only the certain given COD

ditions. How to determine these conditions is very impor
tant for optimal designs of ESPI optical system for con
touring. But in general, the inclined contour planes are 
obtained. Especially for contouring of an opaque object 
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using two-wavelength ESPI employing dual-beam illu
minations, it is seldom possible to get the normal contour 
planes (8) . Therefore, the calibration of the inclined con
tour planes is also very important in practical engineering 
metrology. 

In this paper, we make a detailed study on the calibra
tion of the measured values obtained from the inclined 
contour planes. A kind of the method of calibrating mea
sured values by computer is introduced in order to obtain 
the correct sbape of the test object when the direction 
vector of the contour planes deviates from the optical axis 
of a viewing system. At the same time, two conditions 
which optimize ESPI optical systems are presented so 
that the more reasonable experimental set-ups can be 
established. Hence the method described in this paper 
appeares to be a more significant from the view of practi
cal engineeriilg applications. 

2. Basic thoory 

If a test object is placed in X Y Z coordination system, the 
schematic principle geometry using ESPI is shown in 
lig. t, where N is an arbitrary point on the test surface 
and P is a viewing point; Q is a cross point between the 
optical axis Z of the viewing system and the surface of the 
test object; r. is a position vector from point P to Nand 
r. is the scalar magnitude ofr.; dlocates on the XZ plane 
and is the unit direction vector of the contour planes 
which is normal to the contour planes; IX is the inclined 
angle between the vector d and the optical axis Z and is 
defined as the positive angle when it is formed clockwise. 

N 

d , 
Object 

fig. I. 1be schtm.tic principte eeomelr)' or contouring using 
£SPI. 
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When r. scans across the surface of the test object in 
sucb an optical geometry described above. the incremen
tal phase difference on tbe viewing point P between two 
points N and Q on the surface of the test object is 'N .... 
Ihen {6] 

20 .d"' .. (r. , rf • J) - AI T H,. - 'f)' 4] 

2. 
- M T (s., "d), 

(I) 

where S.f is the relative position vector between two 
points N and Q on the test object and S .. is the scalar 
magnitude of vector ~1; l is the wayelength or the equiv
alent wavelength of illumination beams and M is the 
magnification of the interval of the contour planes. Ac
cording to eq. (I), the phase difference on the imaging 
plane between two points N and Q can be determined by 
the projection of the relative position vector s.. onto the 
vector d. When taking this projection to be the value of 
an integral times of AIM we obtain correlation fringes. 
Therefore, tbe direction vector of the contour planes is 
identical with the vector d; and the interval lJ of the 
contour planes can be written 

(2) 

In general, the inclined angle « between vector d and Z 
axis and the constant M are related to only the construc
tion parameters of ESP. optical system. 

J. The calibratioD of tbe Inclined coDlour planes 

When the ceo camera observes along the Z axis, the 
quantities cocrcsponding to the oX, y coordinates in the 
measurement 'Values do not change along with the direc
tion vector d o f contour planes. Only the measurement 
vaJue!!l of the depth of the test object are related to the 
direction vector d of contour planes. Referring eq. (1) and 
fig. 2. tbe measurement value ofthe relative position vec
tor ~ is tbe projection 'Value QA of the vector s.. onto 
the vector d. When « =+= 0 as sbown in fig. 2. i.e. tbe con
tour planes are inclined., the measurement value QA is 
different from the real depth QB of the surface of the test 
object. ThereCore, the measurement vaJues bave to be 
calibrated in order to get the correct contour correspond
ing completely to the shape of the test object. 

We assume t~at .tbe coordinate values oC point N are 
(x, y, z) and the lDclmcd angle between tbe position vector s.. and Z axis is p. Through line NC, we can drawn a 
plane NCAH so that the plane is vertical to the vector d.. 
According to the geometry of fig. 2, we can write 

(3) 

y 
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The vector d is perpendicular to plane NCAH, so the 
triangles .1QAC, .1QAN are right. In the right triangle 
.:iQAC, we have 

AC - QC sine. - y) 
_ (Xl + Zl) 111 sin (<< _ y) 

and NA _ (NC} + ...te l ) 1I1 

= [yl + (Xl + '11) sin1 (<< _ 7)] 111. 

Referring to the right .1QAN, the measurement value QIl 
can be expressed as 

QA - [QN' - NA')'" 
= cos (<< _ y) (Xl + z2) 112. 

Therefore, the shape observed along Z axis of tbe test 
object, i.e. the coordinate value z of the test object. is 
expressed as 

z = IQA1/cOS2(a: _ y) _ x 2] 112 . (4) 
Referring fig. 2 and eq. (3), eq. (4) is written again 

I 
, - --(QA - x sma:). (S) 

cos. 

Arter the measurement value QA is obtained from the 
experiments and a is obtained from the construction of 
ESPI optical system, the depth value QB of the test object 
observed along Z axis, i.e. tbe coordinate value z, can be 
calculated by eq. (5) . This function can easiJy be per
formed by computer. Thus we can get tbeshape of the test 
object through tbe automatic calibration of the measure
ment values according to eq. (5) . 

Wben the measuring error of the measurement value 
QA is p, through the derivation of eq. (5), the error ~z of 
the calibrated result '1 can be expressed as 

.1t "" SCCap + sec1 a(QA sin« - x) Lla. (5a) 

Because of the nonlinearity of secant function, the error 
.1t of the calibrated result z will increase rapidly along 
witb a. Therefore, it is very significant to decrease and 
measure preciously a: value. 
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Fie. 3. The ndor geometry ror oon1ourina: by £SPI employial 
liuaJ.btam UlunWaatiou. 

4. Optimizltioo or FSPI optical system 

lD certain optical arrangements, eq. (5) can be transferred 
into 

zcosa:=QA-xsina:. (6) 

When CI = 90", the direction ... ector d of contour planes is 
normal to Z axis. According to eq. (6), the measurement 
vaJue can be transferred into 

(7) 

Eq. (1) shows the measurement ... alue QA is not related to 
the depth z of the test object and is the function of only 
x coordinate. Llift "'" represents a series of parallel correIa· 
tion fringes which are not related to the shape of the test 
object. If a: ~ 0, the direction ... ector d of the contour 
planes is identical to the Z axis and eq. (5) can be trans· 
ferred into 

(8) 

Thus the measurement value QA corresponds to the 
shape of the object observed along Z axis. Therefore, 
CI z: 0 is the condition to form the normal contour planes. 
We can optimize ESPI optical system through making CI 

vaJue as small as possible. 
On tbe other hand, we notice when M .... 0, lJ -+ 00 so 

that the test object can not be contoured. When M < 0, 
" < O. The direction vector of tbe contour planes reverses 
and we get the reversed shape of tbe test object. There· 
fore, selecting the suitable M value is also one of the 
Optimal conditions of ESPI optical system. 

Acc:ording the conditions described above, several 
ESPI optical systems with dual-beam illuminations are 
analyzed as follows. Fig. 3 shows the geometry of the 
optical system for contouring. 

Example 1. Ihe optimal designs 0/ ESP! optical system/or 
~Ontouring by twa.wavelenglh ESP! employing dual-beam 
illuminations. 

Seeing reference 8, a and M can be expressed as 

• - 90° + ±(e, - e,) (9) 

M _ 2 . (e, + e,) 
-SID 2 ' (10) 

where (I, and (I: are the illumination angles of two ilIumi· 
nation beam~ respectively. From eq. (9), one frnd IZ will 
decrease when 8, decreases and 8: increases. When two 
illumination beams are located the same side of the Z axis 
and 18,1 + 1811 = 180". we can get the normal contour 
planes. This geometry is available only for contouring of 
a transparent object. For most of opaque objects., only 
the inclined contour planes can be achieved. The only 
method to optimize ESPI optical system is to decrease CI 

value. At the same time, M need hold positive and suit· 
able value so that the direction vector and the interval of 
the contour planes meet the requirements. We notice tbat 
M -.0 when 8, -. - 8: , i.e. the test object is illuminated 
from the same direction. Therefore, the suitable difference 
of the illumination angles or both illumination beams is 
very important. In the design of our experimental set·up. 
we have to consider: 1) keeping tbe same side illumina· 
tions of the optical axis of a viewing system and 
18,1 + 19:1-1' 180°; 2) keeping the suitable difference of 
the illumination angles of both illumination beams; 3) 
keeping 1811 < 18)1. 

Example 2. the optimal designs 0/ ESPI optical system/or 
contouring by ESPI with Iilling dual·beam iIIuminatiolU. 

Case a: Two illumination beams whose illumination 
angles are 9, and 8:, respectively. are tilted symmetrically 
tbe same angle LIp. If tbe illumination beam K. is tilted 
anticlockwise and the illumination beam Kl is tilted 
clockwise, seeing rererence S, CI and M are expressed as 

._ - [90o +i(e, - 6,)) (II) 

M _ 2Sin(6,;6')AP . (12) 

Eq. (II) and eq. (12) are similar to eq. (9) and eq. (10), 
respectively. Therefore, we can get the same conclusions 
as example 1 except for 18,1 > 18:1. 

Case b: Two illumination beams with 6, and 8: illumi· 
nation angles, respectively, are tilted anti-symmetrically 
the same angle LIp. If tbe illumination beams XI and X: 
are tilted antic1ockwise, seeing reference S, Q: and M can 
be expressed as 

CI = i{6, - 6:) (13) 

M _ 2Sin(6,;6,)AP . (14) 

Eq. (13) shows that the normal contour planes can be 
achieved when 61 = 6: . At this time, the interval of tbe 
contour planes is 

J _ .<;[2APsin6]. (IS) 

The sensitivity is determined by the tilting angle and the 
illumination angles of two illumination beams. We can 
optimize the sensitivity through selecting the suitable illu· 
mination angles of both illumination beams. 
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Case c: One of two illuminatio.n beams is tilted tbe 
angle Ap. If the illumination beam K, is tilted aoliclock· 
wise, seeiog reference 5. (I and M can be expressed as 

(16) 

(17) 

where 9, is tbe illumination angle of the tilted iUumina· 
tion beam. Eq. (16) shows tbat tbe Dormal contour planes 

r 
( , 
1. 

\ ' 

c 

can be achieved when 81 = 90". The interval of tbe COn. 
tour planes is related to only tbe tilting angle. The mea. 
surement values are independent of the illumination an
gie of another illumination beam. 

S. Experiments aDd results 

In this section. we present calibration of measurement 
values obtained from geometry or case c in example 2 

'I r:: :::: 

• 
F1)~ Tbe results takJoa a ~Yfl.~id as a lest object la Rg. 3 anangement. a) The correladoo friltges. b) J...D plot befon calibratiOD. 
t coMour .. , kroft eali.bratiOll. .) J...D plot afler taLibratioL e) lbe coolOllf map afltr talibratioL 
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witb tbe method described above. Fig. 3 shows the ge
ometry. ln tbe optical arrangement, a He-Ne laser with 
10 mW was used as a light source. A pyramid with an 
ape): angle of 120 degree was chosen as an object to be 
conloured. One of two illumination beams was tilted iJ{J 
angle. The illumination angle of the tilted illumination 
beam was 01 angJe and the illumination angle of another 
illumination beam through a mirror attached to a PZT 
was arbitrary. In order to introduce a phase shift. the 
PZT was controlled by the host computer through an 
interface. 

The correlation fringes are shown in fig. 4(a) when one 
of two illumination beams was tilted. 5 x 5 and 7 x 7 me
dian window were used to smooth the speck.le pattern 
data and evaluate the phase. Fig. 4(b)-(e) show 3-D plots 
and the contour maps before and after calibration, re
spectively. The theoretical and calibrated results show 
good agreement. 

6. Conclusion 

We bave demonstrated a calibrating method of the mea
surement values obtained from tbe inclined contour 
planes by computer automatic calibration program. The 
method described in this paper appeared to be more 
significant from tbe view of practical engineering applica
tioos. The error of the calibrated results will rapidly in
crease along with a.. At the same time. as the optimal 
conditions of ESPI optical system, IX value as small as 

possible and the suitable M value are necessary. Accord
ing to the optimal conditions of ESPI optical system, the 
more reasonable experimental set-up can be establisbed. 
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